PORTUGAL CHECKLIST
RESIDENCE
7. Fixed residence for retirement purposes, Religious purposes or
People living out from individual revenues
Name and surname of the applicant:
Email address:
Direct Phone Contact:
Reason for travel to Portugal:

Yes
National application form: (completed in full and signed by the applicant);
1 recent ID size colour photo (not older than 1 year)
Valid passport: must be valid for at least 3 months after return date and with a
minimum of 3 totally blank pages.
Proof of accommodation: Hotel reservation or rental agreement /
ownership of property
Copy of electronic ticket
Travel Insurance: Travel insurance must be valid for the duration of the validity of the
Proof of accommodation: Hotel reservation or rental agreement / ownership
of property.
Police Clearance Certificate from the country of origin or the country where the applicant is
residing for more than a year
A request for consultation of the Portuguese criminal registry for the Immigration And
Border Services (SEF)
Proof of means of subsistence (Must open account and make deposit in
Portuguese bank, at a minimum of 7000 €, which will be the means for
subsistence during a year.)
Proof of any income / investments
For retirement purposes: Document certifying retirement amount
For people living out from persona' revenue:
Document certifying revenue from movable and immovable property; intellectual or
financial assets.
For religious purposes:
Certificate from the church or congregation they belong to, as long as such church or
congregation is recognized by the Portuguese legal system.
Note:
* Failure to submit all the necessary documents may lead to the rejection of the visa
application.
* The Consular Post reserves the right to request documents other than those mentioned
above whenever it deems convenient.
Even if all the documents necessary for the process are presented, it doesn't imply the
automatic granting of the visa. Refusal of the visa application shall not entitle to
reimbursement of the visa fee.
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